JavaScript Web Developer
We, the WEBTEAM LEIPZIG, are looking for support in the area of JavaScript web
development as soon as possible.

Your tasks:







requirements analysis, conception, cost assessment, prototypical development
preparation of comprehensive solutions as part of a team
development and configuration of business applications
ensuring the quality of new and existing projects
close collaboration with our colleagues and partners
quick assumption of responsibility

Your profile










completed university degree or at least 3 years of professional experience
very good knowledge in JavaScript (e.g. ES5/ES6) or TypeScript, Node.js
profound knowledge in a popular JavaScript framework, such as React.js or
Angular.js
knowledge and application of current development methods (e.g. DDD, TDD)
experience in container virtualisation, continuous integration, and deployment
analytical, structured, thorough, and results-oriented approach to work with high
quality requirements, as well as high motivation and commitment
Knowledge of our Toolchain advantageous (key words: WebStorm/PHPStorm,
Gulp/Grunt, SASS, Node.js, npm, Github/Gitflow, Scrutinizer, JIRA, Confluence)
good command of written and spoken English
high commitment and a team player

Our offer









challenging tasks in demanding, long-term projects
an active and valued role in our expert-level development team (with a Joel Test
Score of 10/12)
very good personal and professional development opportunities in a growth-oriented
company
a developer-friendly working atmosphere that is quiet and low in disruptions
an open, family-friendly and modern work environment
permanent full-time position
conveniently located in Zentrum Ost in Leipzig
free drinks

Contact
Contact Person: Jan Bager
Telephone: +49 341 393 781 30
Email: jobs@webteam-leipzig.de

PHP Web Developer
We, the WEBTEAM LEIPZIG, are looking for support in the area of Enterprise PHP
development as soon as possible.

Your tasks:







requirements analysis, conception, cost assessment, prototypical development
preparation of comprehensive solutions as part of a team
development and configuration of business applications
ensuring the quality of new and existing projects
close collaboration with our colleagues and partners
quick assumption of responsibility

Your profile










completed university degree or at least 3 years of professional experience
very good knowledge of OOP-PHP, MySQL/MongoDB, and JavaScript
profound knowledge in a popular framework, such as Symfony2, Laravel or Zend
Framework
knowledge and application of current development methods (e.g. DDD, TDD)
experience in container virtualisation, continuous integration and deployment
analytical, structured, thorough, and results-oriented approach to work with high
quality requirements, as well as high motivation and commitment
Knowledge of our Toolchain advantageous (key words: PHPStorm, PHPCS/PHPMD,
Github/Gitflow, Scrutinizer, TeamCity, JIRA, Confluence)
good command of written and spoken English
high commitment and a team player

Our offer









challenging tasks in demanding, long-term projects
an active and valued role in our expert-level development team (with a Joel Test
Score of 10/12)
very good personal and professional development opportunities in a growth-oriented
company
a developer-friendly working atmosphere that is quiet and low in disruptions
an open, family-friendly and modern work environment
permanent full-time position
conveniently located in Zentrum Ost in Leipzig
free drinks

Contact
Contact Person: Jan Bager
Telephone: +49 341 393 781 30
Email: jobs@webteam-leipzig.de

